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VFFS machine
Mod. “VS99”
for vacuumized small bags

WEIGHING / DOSING UNIT
•• The line is completed with automatic weighing/dosing unit
embedded in the packing machine; the most suited system is
selected based on the product characteristics.
BAG DETAILS
•• Brick pack bag.
•• Fast air extraction using a vacuum pump.
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PACKAGING UNIT
•• Pneumatic-based main movements.
•• Parts in contact with product in stainless steel.
•• Longitudinal sealing bar with independent pneumatic movement,
manageable directly form the HMI.
•• Transversal sealing bars with independent pneumatic movement,
capable of providing maximum reliability, closing force and
positioning precision, thanks to the levers planarity configuration
in closed position. The bag top pre-sealing will maintain the bag
shape while at the same time the air is free to flow out when
positioned into the vacuum station.
•• Bag length easily adjustable, with several options: by time, with
eyemark sensor, encoder, encoder + eyemark sensor.
•• Welding control on each sealing bar to guarantee the bags perfect
closing and to have constant ad homogenous temperatures.
•• Welding cooling with air nozzles.
•• Equipped with power electrical cabinet and air RFL and EV
subsystem.
•• Control unit integrated in the main cabinet, with PLC and HMI to
manage all parameters and functionalities, the recipes, alarms,
messages, diagnosis.
•• Vacuum carousel unit with 5 stations, positioned underneath

the packing machine. The machine is configured to receive the
partially packed bags and to group them in small batches, to
compact the product inside as much as possible, making the
vacuum cycle, top bag sealing and the batch outfeed. The bag
infeed is made from the top of the machine, with synchronous
cycle of the vacuum module with the packing machine. The
system is already equipped with a vacuum pump.
•• Extra outfeed accessories can be added, such as top folding with
labeler and/or hotmelt.
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Our packaging machine makes PE-bags starting from flat
foil film reels, using hot bar sealing bars ( for laminated
monoseal films), then weighs/doses into the bag the desired
quantity of products; the bags is partially sealed on top then
compacted, vacuumed and top sealed. Finally, the top fold is
trimmed and the bag is ready to be delivered to the outfeed.
This kind of treatment is effective with both powder and
granular products, whenever the product storage require to
increase the shelf-life and/or to maintain intact the product
characteristics when dealing with external agents (water, air,
parasites, etc.).
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TECHNICAL DATA
Max bag dimensions (flat bag)
Max film width
Max bag weight
Perfomance
Power supply
Tension
Air supply

120 x 70 x H.250 mm.
430 mm.
1000g.
up to 900 bags per hour
12 Kw.
400V 3F+N+PE
900 NL/1’ @ 6 bar
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